Instagram Business Workshop FAQ
DESCRIBE THIS WORKSHOP?
My Instagram Business Workshop is a two hour slideshow followed by up to an hour of personalised Q & A and strategy for your
brand.
WHO IS IT FOR?
This workshop suits tourism boards, tourism operators and any brand positioned in the travel industry, whether big or small. To a
lesser extent, most non-tourism brands will take away key information on using Instagram and working with influencers.
WHY DO YOU OFFER THIS WORKSHOP?
I wrote this workshop and started to offer it to my clients over 3 years ago when I realised that clients who didn’t have active and
attractive accounts weren’t seeing long-term results after my campaigns had finished. As an influencer, I like to leave my clients with
lasting results and the tools to excel on Instagram. I believe an educated industry benefits us all.

WHAT DOES IT COVER?
In a nutshell? Everything! The presentation starts with an introduction to me and
my experience in the industry - that’s 5 years of full time work with over 200 travel
campaigns undertaken. Next, I briefly touch on what Instagram is and why you
should be using it. The bulk of the workshop is then taken up with how to use
Instagram effectively, how to curate content (with 7 content solutions discussed) and
Strategy 101. I also cover loads of tips and tricks such as how to run a competition
on Instagram, how to work with influencers, how to use hashtags, what your profile
says about you and how best to engage with your audience. There are case studies,
plenty of screenshots and clear, actionable steps.
HOW DO YOU GIVE THIS PRESENTATION?
The presentation is best when given in person but I can also run it as a live online
Skype session with screen-share. Online presentations work best when given to
small groups. (For groups of under 5 people I host the workshop on my 27” iMac at
home or my 15” laptop when I’m on the road. For larger groups I use a projector and
microphone.)
TECH
I require a HDMI cable or Thunderbolt cable to run large group presentations. Client
supplies the projector and microphone.
HOW MANY PEOPLE CAN DO THIS WORKSHOP AT ONCE?
I have given this workshop to a single person and I have given it to a ballroom of 200
guests. It can absolutely be tailored to whatever size you’re after. My tourism clients
love to run this workshop for their industry partners and operators, but a sole trader
would get just as much out of it in a one-on-one session.

WHAT DO I NEED TO BRING?
This is one workshop where I encourage you to bring your mobile phone along and
use it! Since I talk about each of the Instagram tabs, I like you to follow along with
me and learn the platform inside and out. You’ll probably also want to take notes as
I cover a lot of territory and not all of it will be written out on the slides.
DO I GET A COPY OF THE SLIDES?
I can share a Dropbox link to a PDF copy of the slides for you to download and keep.
WHAT QUESTIONS CAN I ASK AFTERWARDS?
There are no stupid questions, so ask me anything! For true beginners I can help to
set up your profile and for experienced users we can discuss social media marketing
and its place in your overall marketing strategy. I will answer any question!
HOW MUCH IS IT?
My “Instagram Business” workshop is FREE to new tourism clients, provided they
are hosting me on a trip of seven days or more.
For non-clients, clients hosting me on a trip of under five days or clients enlisting me
for “sponsored post” work, I offer the workshop for $1,500.
For large groups I offer the workshop for $3,000 and can easily cater for up to 150
people.

